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D eveloping better systems for educating women about
breast density is important because dense breasts are

more prevalent among black women and are associated with
higher rates of cancers identified between routine screenings.
In addition, many states mandate that women receive infor-
mation about their breast density. However, effective ways to
deliver this information are unknown.
Primary care physicians have been criticized for not being

effective at communicating risk and generally score low on
objective measures of shared medical decision-making.1 Con-
sequently, there is a growing movement to use artificial intel-
ligent computer agents, e.g., conversational agents2 or
chatbots,3 to provide virtual, standardized knowledge delivery.
This approach is appealing, as the message can be standard-
ized, used by patients at their convenience, and inexpensive to
deploy. However, evidence for the efficacy of these types of
interventions is limited.2

In this pilot study, Gunn et al.4 developed an interactive,
computer-animated agent named Danya, to provide informa-
tion about breast density to women. Assessed in nine focus
groups with 44 participants as well as surveys of 14 stake-
holders, results were mixed. Most participants were satisfied
with Danya, found her easy to understand, and were confident
in her ability to help. However, knowledge about breast den-
sity both improved andworsened after watching Danya.While
there was improvement in understanding that dense breasts
increase cancer risk, the number of unanswered questions did
not improve (suggesting that participants still did not feel
comfortable answering questions). Furthermore, for some

questions, like “having dense breasts makes it easier to see
cancer on a mammogram,” more participants answered the
question incorrectly after viewing Danya.
While interactive, computer agents may be acceptable to

women for providing information about breast density, much
work is needed. The effectiveness of Danya was hampered
because it was tested as if it was a video. As such, the benefits
of an interactive agent—asking questions, tailoring responses,
checking understanding, and providing alternative forms of
information until the patient understands—were lost in this
study. As such, to date, this study has shown that Danya is a
charming agent, which needs more educational content.
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